Stonebridge Working Group
Future of the Stonebridge Golf Course - Community Update

September 30th, 2019

Setting the Stage
for the Presentation
Reminder of the role of the SWG and Facilitator:

•
•
•

•
•

Asked by City to participate in discussions with
Mattamy to find a solution for the Stonebridge Golf
course acceptable to the Community.
Working in good faith with all parties for the
Community as facilitated by Mr. Jack Stirling,
engaged by the City due to his extensive
experience.
The SWG is comprised of your fellow neighbours
volunteering a significant amount of their time

This is a complex proposal and process resulting
from months of negotiation and consultation.
We want residents to make their decision based on
the best possible information.

PURPOSE
To go over what has been
happening since we last met
with the community on July
th
30 and to discuss the way
forward

Agenda
●
●

●
●
●

Key existing documents
Proposal updates
Special levy vote - process
Special levy vote - consequences
Q&A

KEY EXISTING DOCUMENTS

Please be sure to review these in detail
1.
2.
3.
4.

Original SWG Proposal Presentation – July 30th, 2019
SWG’s Official Report to Councillors – September 4th,2019
FAQ # 1, 2 and 3 – August 8th, 19th and September 23rd, 2019
Mattamy’s Letter of Intent (LOI) – September 30th, 2019

Note: SWG’s updates have only been provided through the SCA’s existing
communication channels, the SCA website, Facebook page, Twitter feed, and
emails from info@stonebridgeca.com
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PROPOSAL UPDATES

General discussion with the City
Community ownership

Once the levy is collected and the City has acquired the lands, the
City can either:
A. Lease the lands to the Community
B. Transfer title to the legal entity representing the Community
(at this time the only legal entity that exists to represent the
community is the SCA – an incorporated non-profit org)

Integrity of Special Levy process
and accountability of Funds

Special Levy is a formal City process and the funds are collected in a
special account, only to be used for the intended purpose with full
accountability

Greenspace option and protection If Community decides to convert the lands to greenspace and decides
to transfer the title back to the City, the City will be responsible for
maintenance
Agreements to be created

Once City parkland, there are no mechanisms in provincial or
municipal legislation that allows for the City to develop the property
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Golf Course
•

Redesign by professional
golf course architect
continues

•

Still a work in progress

•

Trying to minimize any
potential impact to resident
properties while maintaining
a positive golf experience

•

Factoring in feedback where
possible

DRAFT
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Letter of Intent (LOI)
•

Legal document outlining
the intention of the parties,
will form the basis of a
formal agreement

•

Covers the no further
development guarantee,
buy back conditions, and
Phase 16

•

•

Mattamy wants proof that
the Community will have
funding to acquire lands in
2029

A final legal agreement will
then be created based on
the LOI if financing for the
purchase price is secured

Now available for download:
Mattamy’s Letter of Intent (LOI) - September 30th, 2019

Notes:
•

•
•
•

Restrictive covenants registered on title prohibiting the Property from
being used for any purposes other than a Golf Course and/or Open
Space/Green Space
Greenspace conversion will allow some additional development by
Mattamy (as specified in the proposal)
Mattamy will be submitting a planning application to the City of Ottawa
for Phase 16
In the event of a NO vote on the levy, the Community has until May 1,
2020 to find an alternative source of funding and deliver satisfactory
proof to Mattamy

Catchment Area
•

Removed Tamarack
Development after
discussions with the Half
Moon Bay Community
Association (HMBCA)

•

Total catchment area now
contains 3385 properties
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Levy Collection
•
•

•

•

Determined by MPAC
property assessment
Range adjusted to factor in
latest catchment area
update (3385 homes)
Will be adjusted with new
property occupancies within
the catchment area (Pink
House & Phase 16)

Total amount collected
remains $7M and annual
levy is adjusted accordingly

Special Levy Rate based on 2019 MPAC assessments
of 3385 homes, 9 years and $7 million which works out
to $47.52 per $100,000 (0.04752%)
Number of
Assessment Value Properties Annual Levy

Total for 9 years

Less than 350,000

895

< $166

< $ 1494

350,000 - 500,000

668

$166 - 238

$1494 - 2142

500,000 - 650,000

1388

$238 - 309

$2142 - 2781

650,000 - 800,000

412

$309 - 380

$2781 - 3420

800,000 and above
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$380 - 460

$3420 - 4140

Example: For a home with an MPAC assessment of
$595,000 the annual levy will be:

$595,000 X 0.0004752 = $283
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SPECIAL COMMUNITY LEVY
Vote Process

Vote Process
•

Administered by City
Clerk’s Office

•

One ballot per property to
City property taxpayer with
prepaid envelope

•

•

Can be mailed back or
hand delivered to a ballot
box at the City Archives
building at 100 Tallwood
Drive during normal
business hours
City will create a webpage
with relevant info and
provide a special phone
extension number

October 1, 2019
Councillors representing the Stonebridge Community present
the Community’s request to Finance and Economic
Development Committee (FEDCO)
October 9, 2019
City Council votes as to whether to proceed with ballot
process
October 10, 2019 (tentative)
Ballots are mailed to eligible property owners
November 14, 2019 (tentative)
Ballots must be received by the City of Ottawa
November 15, 2019 (tentative)
Results will be publicly announced
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SPECIAL COMMUNITY LEVY
Consequences

What happens if the
community votes:

YES vote - CERTAINTY
•
•
•
•
•

Preservation of lands as either a golf course and/or greenspace
Control of the future of the lands is with the Community
Assures that the Community can acquire the lands
Validates the Letter of Intent (LOI)
Assures Mattamy continues Stonebridge golf course operations
for a minimum of 10 years
• Assures Community green space for generations to come
• Protects the wildlife established within our community
• Provides Mattamy with proof that the Community will have the
required funds
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Next steps after a YES vote
Immediate
• Work continues to formalize the proposal into a legally binding
agreement based on the current Letter of Intent (LOI)
• Agreements to be finalized with the City, Mattamy and the SCA
Long-term
• Levy will start in 2021 and end in 2029 once funding is secured for
the acquisition of the lands
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What happens if the
community votes:

NO vote - UNCERTAINTY
• Community will have until May 1, 2020 to come up with an
alternative funding arrangement for $7M
• Ambiguity for home owners and potential purchasers if funding not
secured:
▪ Future of golf course will be a Mattamy business decision
▪ 2020 could be the last golf season at Stonebridge
▪ Potential for approximately 2500 additional homes
▪ No option to save approximately 198 acres of greenspace (i.e.
entire current golf course)
▪ Property values at risk due to uncertainty
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Next steps after a NO vote
• Community has until May 1st, 2020 to re-organize and provide
proof that it will have the funds to acquire the lands in 2029
• If no funding is secured by May 1st, 2020, the proposal dies
• Phase 16 proceeds in 2020 as possibly first of many phases
(same status as June 2018)
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In summary
Mattamy is a builder, not a golf course operator. It has 198 acres of golf
course land it can develop.
The SWG has fulfilled its mandate in bringing forward a proposed solution
based on months of negotiations and consultations, which it believes is in
the best interests of the community and which has the buy-in of the City and
Mattamy.
The Community must now vote (pending municipal approval). Without
proof by May 1st, 2020 that the Community will secure the funds, there is no
reason for Mattamy to redesign and maintain the golf course. The entire
proposal will be off the table. Mattamy will go back to their core business,
that of building houses.

Help protect our community’s
treasured greenspace with
certainty. We urge you to vote
YES to the levy. Thank you!
-The Stonebridge Working Group (SWG)

Q&A

